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For students emerging from spring 
break, the pressure of finals and 
graduation may seem like too much 
to bear. Some will turn to the Coun-
seling Center for help. But if they do, 
they may be greeted with a wait-list 
more than a month long.
Caroline Poland, interim director of 
the Counseling Center, said that the 
number of students seeking counsel-
ing grew over the past decade. How-
ever, the number of counselors fell 
behind the increasing demand. In 
fact, Poland said the Center’s staff 
shrank this year, forcing them to offer 
fewer service hours than usual.
Junior Josh McElroy said he’s been 
waiting since January to have a ses-
sion at the Center. He attended a ses-
sion before and thought the staff was 
friendly, but he couldn’t get a later ap-
pointment when he requested it.
“(I’ve been waiting) a month and 
a half,” McElroy said. “I don’t know if 
they forgot or what.”
Senior Ashlee Gerig said she thinks if 
students’ needs are pressing, they should 
be able to see a counselor in less than a 
week. If the issue is less serious, Gerig 
said, waiting a week is more reasonable.
One issue with a longer wait time is 
that students’ needs change between 
the day they request an appointment 
and the day they actually walk into 
the Counseling Center.
“In a few weeks, you’d probably have 
moved on from whatever you were feel-
ing, because feelings kind of change a 
lot,” freshman Micah Stewart said.
Sophomore Brooke Mackenzie said 
she saw a counselor regularly last 
year, but when he didn’t return this 
year, she was placed on the waitlist. 
“I went through some really hard 
times this year, and losing that stability 
of a person to help guide me was hard,” 
Mackenzie said. “It’s frustrating because 
I had asked early on for an appointment. 
. . . I know it’s not the Counseling Center’s 
fault because they are short-staffed and 
there are more and more students (ask-
ing for appointments).”
Ultimately, Mackenzie was paired 
with a different counselor who Mack-
enzie thought was friendly but not a 
good fit for her. She suggested using 
an assessment to match students 
with counselors who would be best 
suited to them, in order to maximize 
each session.
Poland agreed that having fewer ser-
vice hours has led to difficulties with 
availability. In 2014, about 30 percent 
(150 out of 497) university counseling 
centers reported an active client wait-
list, according to the Association for 
University and College Counseling 
Center Directors Annual Survey. 
The situation is not ideal, but the 
Center is working on ways to reme-
dy the issue for next year, according 
to Poland. 
Though Poland didn’t say if they are 
hiring more counselors, she said they 
are implementing a group counseling 
format next year along with the cur-
rent individual sessions.
echo@taylor.edu
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Old Union faces uncertain future
Rumors spread about the 
demolition or potential 
uses of the dome
Echo News Staff 
The old Student Union faces an emp-
tiness and an uncertain future. 
Ron Sutherland, vice president for 
business administration, said there’s 
no definitive plan for the desert-
ed Union. “We’ve just began talking 
about options and exploring ways it 
might be used,” he said.
As of now, the old Union is not 
registered as a historical building 
and belongs to the university, which 
means Taylor administration pos-
sesses the power to have it torn 
down or renovated.  
Mark Dollase, Indiana Landmarks 
vice president of preservation ser-
vices, said his organization received 
a tip from a Taylor source several 
years ago, saying that a master plan 
draft showed the dome demolished. 
Dollase informed President Eugene 
Habecker that Indiana Landmarks 
was considering adding the dome 
to their “10 Most Endangered Hoo-
sier Landmarks” list and Habecker 
replied that the university would re-
consider the dome’s destruction. In-
diana Landmarks dropped the issue 
and did not add the dome to their 
list. However, two weeks ago, the 
source alerted Dollase’s office again, 
worried that administration would 
demolish the building.
“I’ve heard some rumors it’s going 
to get torn down and I really hope 
that’s not true because no other 
college I know of has a UFO-shaped 
building and that’s awesome,” said 
junior Marshall Oppel.
If the dome was added to the endan-
gered landmarks list, Taylor would still 
be under no legal obligation to keep it 
standing. Indiana Landmarks is just an 
advocacy group focused on preserving 
Indiana architectural history. 
According to Sutherland, the old 
Union needs updates to remain func-
tional. Long-term use will require sub-
stantial funding and replacement of 
major components of the building, 
such as its supportive wooden beams 
and single-paned windows. The uni-
versity has yet to determine if this kind 
of investment best suits Taylor’s needs.
“It has a lot of memories for alum-
ni,” Sutherland said, adding that 
this history will be considered in 
any decision.
Among other ideas, Sutherland 
mentioned the possibility of the 
old Union being used as a space for 
alumni and parent relations to hold 
gatherings or as a storage unit for 
different departments.
While administration determines 
the fate of the old Union, students 
have their own ideas. Some students 
expect a concert hall, offices or a 
more intimate event area to replace 
the current interior. But some stu-
dents, like junior Emily Maunus, are 
crossing their fingers for a roller rink.
Junior Jayne Reinhiller is advocat-
ing for the Union to be transformed 
into a museum, showcasing Taylor’s 
own history.
“Most of us don’t know more about 
Taylor’s history than there was this 
guy named Samuel Morris, who 
came and then died of consump-
tion because Indiana has miserable 
weather,” Reinhiller said.
Sutherland said the building is 
likely to last another 20 years be-
fore needing to be remodeled, so its 
future purpose will likely be deter-
mined down the road and influenced 
by Taylor’s new president, who like-
ly used the Union during his time 
at Taylor.
Reporting by Annabelle Blair, 
Cassidy Grom and Becca Robb
echo@taylor.edu
The Student Union will face changes after LaRita R. Boren Campus Center’s opening. Photograph by  Hannah Bolds
Carnaval comes to Upland
DSEC and LSU partner 





On April 8, the Taylor Student Orga-
nization’s (TSO) Dances and Special 
Events Committee and the Latino 
Student Union (LSU) are bringing Car-
naval to Upland.
Carnaval is a vast celebration in 
Latin culture, similar to Mardi Gras 
in New Orleans. The festival of Carna-
val is celebrated across the world be-
fore Lent. Although Lent has passed, 
LSU decided to partner up with TSO’s 
Dances and Special Events Committee 
(DSEC) to create a unique experience 
for Taylor students.
“Latin American Carnavals are usu-
ally week-long festivals of parades with 
people dancing and celebrating the 
culture,” said LSU president, senior 
Jazmin Gomez. “We are very excited 
to bring this amazing tradition to our 
Taylor community.”
Gomez had the idea of turning LSU’s 
Salsa Night into a bigger event when 
she talked with Student Body Vice 
President Camila Chiang last year. Chi-
ang put her in touch with DSEC presi-
dent Danielle Spoutz.
Carnaval will be vastly different from 
Salsa Nights of the past—especially in 
regard to dancing.
“This event will not be limited to sal-
sa (like past years) but include various 
music genres like merengue, bachata, 
cumbia and reggaeton,” Gomez said.
DSEC and LSU also have an in-
structor coming to teach salsa, 
machata, merengue and other 
dances. The dances are mainly 
partner-oriented, and the two 
groups are encouraging floors and 
wings to make it a pick-a-date or a 
brother-sister floor event.
Both LSU and DSEC have spent nu-
merous hours planning and creating 
the event. Each task, from finances to 
decoration has been shared between 
the two groups.
“From the beginning we met togeth-
er as one big group and broke up into 
smaller groups, making sure there was 
a representative of each cabinet in the 
groups,” Spoutz said.  
Carnaval will be the first official 
event held  in the new LaRita R. 
Boren Campus Center. The festivi-
ties will last from 9-11 p.m. on April 
8. Tickets will be sold at the door, 
priced at $5 for a single ticket or $8 
for two tickets. 
“I’m looking forward to seeing and 
learning a new type of dance style! 
It will be really fun and interactive,” 
Spoutz said. “I hope everyone really 





“This event will not be limited to salsa (like past 
years) but include various music genres like 
merengue, bachata, cumbia and reggaeton.”
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Daddy-Daughter Dance
MATTER PARK
Special activities such as dancing will be available for students to enjoy at the Carnaval.
Illustrated by Matthew Morse
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Laughter echoes through the LaRita 
R. Boren Campus Center as students, 
faculty and community members ex-
plore the “destination dining” experi-
ence that launched on Monday. Sam 
Hartman, operator of Taylor’s Chick-
fil-A Express, adjusts his red Chick-
fil-A tie, takes a sip of his Chick-fil-A 
fountain drink and smiles.
“I love to tell the story of the tow-
el that I got when I graduated from 
here and what it represents,” Hart-
man said. “I have the exact same 
towel from when I graduated from 
the Chick-fil-A training class to be-
come an operator. Literally, the ex-
act same towel; it’s made in the exact 
same company, but the logos are dif-
ferent. Everything about what the 
towel means, represents and what it 
stands for is the same.”
Hartman, a 2001 Taylor alumnus, 
recently launched another Chick-
fil-A in Noblesville, hiring four Tay-
lor alumni. Hartman hopes that as 
Chick-fil-A Express enters its second 
week, it will continually evolve into a 
community staple. 
Chick-fil-A planning began sever-
al years ago when Susan McCabe, a 
member of Taylor’s Board of Trustees 
and her husband, Buck, the former 
Chick-fil-A Chief Financial Officer, 
approached Taylor’s administration 
with the idea. The McCabes feel that 
Chick-fil-A and Taylor hold many 
shared values that fit well into the 
existing community dynamics. 
“When we knew a new building 
was coming, that started the conver-
sations,” said Matt Riley, Director of 
Creative Dining. “Is a national brand 
good for Taylor? Is that something 
that we want to have here? What’s the 
response from the students? We tried 
to weigh everything in and ultimately 
the decision was to have Chick-fil-A.”
Riley believes that Chick-fil-A and 
the other new dining options will fos-
ter a new sense of community. 
While Hartman realizes that people 
come to Chick-fil-A for the food, he be-
lieves they stay for the conversation. 
The idea of “destination dining” 
was established by the Creative Din-
ing staff, Chick-fil-A and Taylor to en-
sure that nothing other than soup or 
salad would be duplicated between 
the DC and the Campus Center.
“It’s a neat partnership of the three 
different groups,” Hartman said. “Tay-
lor owns the Chick-fil-A. Creative Din-
ing plays the part of staffing, hiring 
and training. Chick-fil-A comes in 
and my role is to help consult for the 
location. We hope to make sure that 
it’s running smoothly and keeping up 
to brand standards and ensure that 
the same Chick-fil-A sandwich that 
you have when you are at home is the 
same Chick-fil-A sandwich that you 
have here in Upland.”
Community members in Upland 
and the Grant County area are also 
encouraged to partake in the Chick-
fil-A experience. Creative Dining 
plans to incorporate community- 
focused events throughout the year 
such as kids’ nights and spirit nights. 
Hartman hopes the Campus Cen-
ter Chick-fil-A will feel like a home-
town Chick-fil-A, with the same level 
of customer service as traditional 
stand-alone stores. 
As the opening week of Chick-fil-A 
comes to a close, management and 
employees agreed that the opening 
has been a wild success.
“This first week is going better than 
we expected,” said retail manager 
Brenda Christian. “(Student workers) 
have been handling everything real-
ly well. We have a very good team of 
people in place.” 
Teamwork, Christian said, has been 
key as supervisors and leads work 
closely together. 
Students are asked to be patient 
as snags are worked out and workers 
trained on new equipment. Employ-
ees will be stationed around the din-
ing area in the Campus Center over 
the next week to ensure that stu-
dents and other visitors have their 
questions answered. 
“I really like working with the team 
at Chick-fil-A,” freshman employee 
Holly Carroll said. “Everyone has been 
really courteous, and I enjoy building 
relationships with customers.”
Carroll encourages students to 
get to know their Chick-fil-A and 
dining workers. This will become 
easier with the extended hours of 
Chick-fil-A, open until midnight (ex-
cept on Sundays). 
“I would love to come by here at 
11:30 when life really happens on a 
college campus and see a bunch of 
people sitting at this table, eating 
Chick-fil-A sandwiches and having 
nuggets, maybe some milkshakes 
later on,” Hartman said. 
 As the smell of chicken sand-
wiches and waffle fries replaces the 
smell of fresh paint and sawdust, 
Chick-fil-A continues to fit into the 
community like a chicken patty on 
a perfectly toasted bun. 
echo@taylor.edu
“It was so beautiful out and the cherry 
blossoms are in full bloom and people 
are running for their lives.”
Capitol shooting causes panic
Chick it out 
Brussels and Pakistan hit by bombs




The world is on edge again af-
ter terrorists attacked Zaventem 
Airport and downtown Maelbeek 
Metro Station in Brussels, Belgium. 
Two of the suspects are brothers 
and were also connected to the ter-
ror attacks in Paris in 2015. This at-
tack is part of a larger wave that 
ISIS wants to execute throughout 
all of Europe. 
ISIS claimed responsibility for the 
attacks in Brussels, which left 34 dead 
and more than 200 injured. Four in-
jured victims subsequently died in 
intensive care in local hospitals, 
bringing the death toll to 38 between 
the two attacks in Brussels. USA To-
day reported that a third bomb failed 
to detonate. This 35-pound bomb was 
abandoned after the first bomb went 
off at the airport. 
There were a total of four known 
bombers in the Brussels attacks. 
Police shot one of the bombers, and 
another suspect is still at large. The 
United States expressed its deepest 
condolences to the families of those 
who died and vowed to aid the Dutch 
law enforcement in hunting down the 
attackers yet to be found. 
These attacks resemble another 
attack in Lahore, Pakistan over Eas-
ter weekend. A splinter group of Al 
Qaeda known as Jamaat-ul-Ahrar 
claimed responsibility for this at-
tack, which killed mostly women 
and children. Jamaat-ul-Ahrar ad-
mits to targeting Christians. 
Pakistani President Nawaz Shar-
if decided to suspend his trip to the 
United States, insisting that his gov-
ernment would not allow terrorists 
to play with Pakistani lives. 
This attack highlights the in-
creased tensions between the 
two percent minority Christian 
population and the vast majority 
Muslim population in Pakistan. 
Regional leaders such as Nar-
endra Modi, the president of In-
dia, condemned the terrorists for 
their cowardly acts. India, a close 
neighbor to Pakistan, has a 10 per-
cent Muslim population compared 
to Pakistan’s 11 percent. 
Politico noted that the United States 
also decried this Pakistani attack in a 
public statement by Ned Price, the 
National Security Council spokesman. 
echo@taylor.edu
Capitol shooting causes panic
Repeat offender taken 
into custody
Kaitie Christenberry
World and National Editor
As masses visited the Capitol building 
for Spring Break and the blooming of 
the cherry blossoms on Monday, Lar-
ry Russell Dawson pulled a handgun 
during a security check at the Capitol’s 
Visitor Center around 2:40 p.m. An of-
ficer opened fire, injuring Dawson in 
the chest and thigh. He underwent 
surgery and is now stable and wait-
ing to be released.The 66-year-old Ten-
nessee resident now faces charges of 
assault with a deadly weapon and as-
saulting a police officer. 
No officers were injured, but a fe-
male civilian sustained a face injury 
from a bullet fragment.
Ohio resident Diane Bilo told the 
Washington Post, “My husband said 
he heard a shot followed by a full 
clip.” She was in the cafeteria while 
her husband and two children wit-
nessed the incident.
Officers rushed to the Visitor Cen-
ter while police on site detained the 
shooter. Civilians were ushered out-
doors and told to stay against the 
building’s wall.
Jill Epstein, the executive director of 
the California Association of the Mar-
riage and Family Therapists, waited in 
the Visitor Center for a meeting when 
the incident occurred. “It was surre-
al,” Epstein told NBC News. “It was so 
beautiful out and the cherry blossoms 
are in full bloom and people are run-
ning for their lives.”
This isn’t the first shooting incident 
Dawson has been involved with. Last 
October, Dawson assaulted a police 
officer at the chamber of the House 
of Representatives. According to the 
incident reports, Dawson claimed he 
was a “prophet of God.” 
The judge told Dawson not to go 
near the Capitol building, or the sur-
rounding streets. Dawson failed to ap-
pear for his November hearing, and 
sent a letter to the court saying he 
was chosen, and therefore not com-
pelled under the law.
After the shooting, the Visitor 
Center was closed off, but the staff 
resumed activities as normal. Capi-
tol Police Chief Matthew Verderosa 
told media, “We believe this is the 
act of a single person who has fre-
quented the grounds of the Capitol 
before.” As a precaution, howev-
er, the North and South entranc-
es were closed for the remainder 
of the day.
In a statement, House Speaker 
Paul Ryan told CNN, “The Capitol is 
our greatest symbol of democracy, 
and these officers serve to protect 
not just those who work there but 
also the millions of visitors from all 
around the world who travel each 
year to see it.”
echo@taylor.edu
Locals commemorate the memory of those lost in the Brussel bombings.
Photograph provided by Google Images
This week, multiple Taylor alumni, who are now Chick-fil-A employees, came to set up the new store in the Campus Center. 
Photograph by Shannon Smagala
The yearly cherry blossom showing at the Capitol building was interrupted by a shooter Monday.
Photograph provided by Google Images
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Pranks to pull and things 
to say on April Fools’ Day
Gracie Fairfax
Features Editor
April Fools’ Day is today, and if you 
haven’t planned ahead for this hi-
larious holiday, I am here to rescue 
you. Hopefully you’ve learned from 
your past mistakes, when playing 
pranks on your mom landed you 
under house arrest. Now, put your 
finest pranks to the test in the 
safe collegiate atmosphere, where 
Mom’s punishments are a road trip 
away. 
1) Post a photo on Instagram of 
your shoes and baby shoes next to 
each other with a caption “And then 
there were three”
This way, your followers can come 
to their own conclusion since you 
didn’t explicitly say you were preg-
nant. Judgment is best left to the eyes 
of the beholder and this prank is sure 
to leave your friends confused. When 
someone finally confronts you about 
the possible pregnancy, just weep. 
And weep. And weep. And then set 
the record straight.
2) Wrap your friend’s belongings in 
tinfoil
While this requires some mone-
tary investment on your part, it is 
sure to reflect your creative genius 
and give their room a radiant shine. 
Wrap everything from their chair to 
the doorknobs to the pencils in their 
drawer. This prank will be most ef-
fective and efficient if done in a 
group. Grab 50 of your closest friends 
to help you with this one, and wrap 
to your heart’s content. Just when 
the victim thinks the foiled frenzy is 
months in the past, they will find a 
pencil in their drawer wrapped in the 
obnoxious foil. 
3) Send your professors an email 
saying you have come down with 
a medieval disease 
Here’s a sample:
Dear Dr. Diller,
I have recently come down with 
a rare illness and am on hevy drugs 
wich hav yet toow kick innn in order 
to fight the bubonic plauge that has 
recently overcom mhi. 
Ples excuz me fromm classs. 
I shuld be bak to nurmal rally son. 
- An ailing studnt
By misspelling words partway 
through your email, your profes-
sor will be completely fooled and 
think you truly are on drugs for your 
illness. 
4) Play a YouTube video of a dog 
barking really loudly in your dorm 
room or apartment 
Once you have the video rolling on 
repeat, wait to see if anyone either 
comes to pet the dog or to turn you 
in to the PA. 
5) Tell your mom you’re going to 
quit school and try out for Ameri-
can Idol
The current season of American 
Idol, which was cast last summer, is 
supposed to be the final season, but 
your mom doesn’t need to know that. 
As far as she knows, there will be 10 
more seasons and you are truly pur-
suing this dream. 
6) Send a letter to relatives who 
keep asking about your relation-
ship status, stating that you’ve 
decided to join a convent or 
monastery 
This will both leave them in shock 
and afraid to ask questions, since 
you seem to have such a strong con-
viction. Since this is a realistic post-
graduate path, in which you would 
be well provided for, tell them you 
hope it brings them as much peace 
as it brings you. Make sure to in-
clude a photo of you in a habit, as 
if you already joined the convent or 
monastery. Maybe even Photoshop 
yourself with your new brothers or 
sisters. 
7) Write a fake letter to your room-
mate stating they’ve received a fine 
for skipping a class
Make sure you send it through 
the Taylor mail system to improve 
the appearance of legitimacy. If 
they are a star student, write them 
a letter that accuses them of failing 
to pay their monthly laundry free. 
Make sure to get all of your friends 
in on it, so the recipient of this prank 
thinks they’ve missed something for 
the past months they’ve spent on 
campus. This trick is best played on 
a freshman.
Whether you’re a seasoned April 
Fools’ Day veteran or new to the 
scheming scene, one or more of 
these seven suggestions should 
fit the bill for a successful day of 








We’ve said goodbye to the beaches, 
mountains and comfort of our homes 
and returned to the grind. We love 
spring break so much that we never 
want it to end. Here are a few ways 
you can maintain the spring break 
lifestyle during one of the toughest 
stretches of the year.
1. Decorate your room spring-break 
style
Coming back to your gray, dark 
room is the worst. After a week in the 
sun, you don’t want your room to re-
mind you of blustery Indiana. Lighten 
it up. Throw some sand on the floor, 
blow up an inflatable palm tree and set 
a bucket of water next to your closet, 
and you’ve got yourself a beach. All you 
need now is to put on your bathing suit 
and play some beach music.
2. Never Unpack
This is a no-no for you if you 
want to keep that spring break 
cheer. You NEVER unpack a suit-
case. That symbolizes surrender. 
You never want to concede that 
spring break is over. The second 
your clothes go back in your clos-
et, you’ve been defeated. 
3. Always talk about spring break
If you don’t want to forget your 
spring break, then talk to your 
friends about it all the time. The 
key is to never stop talking about 
it--then you’ll never forget it. You 
may be wondering whether that 
will be annoying to your friends. 
You wouldn’t want to drive them 
up a tree, right? Well, if they get an-
noyed, you shouldn’t be friends with 
them anyway.
4. Watch a lot of Tom Selleck
“Magnum P. I.” is the best show to 
watch because of its spring break 
vibe. Tom Selleck always pulls Ha-
waiian shirts off really well, and 
he’ll bring you back to the spring 
break fantasy fast. If Tom doesn’t 
satisfy you, another good TV show 
is “Gilligan’s Island.” They’re always 
on vacation.
5. Plan for your next spring break
It’s early, but it’s not that early. 
Keep the spring break hype alive by 
planning for your next one. Look 
up flights and hotels which will 
probably be cheap given this trip 
is a year away. You can dream big 
since your next spring break is still 
far away!
6. Wear your spring break clothes 
to class
What better way to relieve depres-
sion than wearing the clothes you 
wore that week? It doesn’t matter 
if it’s 35 degrees outside in Indiana 
. . . anything for the cause.
7. Hold a therapy session
Finally, avoid post-spring break 
depression by doing the follow-
ing: go to a therapist. Sometimes, 
talking it out to with a professional 
can make your life better, and your 
wallet will lose weight.
Well, there are you have it. Seven 
of the best ways to get over post-
spring break depression. Yeah, 
spring break was a blast for most of 
us, but now we must face the world 
. . . a world thankfully full of a lot 
more spring breaks. 
echo@taylor.edu
SEVEN DEADLY PRANKS
Play a few mischievous tricks on your unsuspecting friends and professors.
Don’t let your spirit get deflated after spring break.
Photograph by Hannah Bolds










The new dining options 
at the Campus Center 
and how they rate
Lindsay Robinson
Life & Times Co-editor
Chick-fil-A (5 stars)
Waffle fries, chicken nuggets, sand-
wiches and best of all, CFA lemonade. 
Taylor has gone crazy for CFA and the 
hype shows no signs of slowing down. 
While traditional favorites like the 
chicken sandwich are a must-have, 
also be sure to not miss out on the 
CFA salads, located in the fridge on 
the counter. This salad has the best 
chicken out of all the salads offered 
in the campus center. But then again, 
chicken is CFA’s specialty.
Fresh Express (4 stars)
Freshly tossed with a smile, this 
station offers salad the way it should 
be. The staff at Fresh Express are 
some of the friendliest and are more 
than willing to take on a complicat-
ed salad order. There are two dif-
ferent types of salad toppings: an 
Asian-inspired mix and the salad of 
the day. Just be sure to specify how 
much dressing you want or you may 
find your salad is more of a dressing 
soup.You can also pick up a piece of 
bread with your order, which counts 
as a side.
Emma & Charlie’s Pizza (4 stars)
Who are Emma and Charlie? The 
world may never know. But what you 
do need to know is that this station 
offers a variety of freshly made pizzas, 
including buffalo chicken, cheese, Ha-
waiian, meat lovers, pepperoni, spin-
ach, veggie and our very own Trojan 
pizza. However, this station does not 
offer custom options. 
Dashi (3 stars)
Oodles of noodles and toppings 
and sauces—it’s custom-made at its 
best. Choose between chow mein 
noodles or rice noodles, then add a 
broth and other toppings. The top-
pings are unlabeled, which can be a 
little confusing for newcomers. How-
ever, this is a great spot to try out new, 
exotic foods.
*You may have missed the hidden 
treasures that are the refrigerators 
options. Here you will find packets of 
fruits and veggies, chips, sandwiches 
and pre-made salads.
echo@taylor.edu
Waffle fries, chicken nuggets, sandwiches 




Is the union now going to 
become the new creepy make out 
building? #tayloru
Sean Maynor ‏@SeanM_81 
I say again: it won’t be LaRita’s. 
How about LBo (think elbow) or 
anything else that doesn’t sound 
like a bad pizza joint in Iowa 
#taylorU
Sam Moore ‏@SamMooreMusic
#tayloru: where rather than 
profanities you find Voltaire 
quotes etched onto bathroom 
stalls.
shayna ‏@shaynadale
Having Chick-fil-A for every meal 
every day is good for you, right? 
#tayloru
Grant Hohlbein ‏@Hohlbe10
Overheard in the DC: “if my 
husband isn’t crying at the altar 
while I’m walking down the aisle 
I’m turning around and walking 
back” #tayloru
Ryan Monson ‏@TheRyanMonson
If the union is still Union. Is 
the Boren center now the 
confederacy? #tucivilwar #tayloru 
#cc
Hannah Bostick ‏@h_bosnick
My roommate was posted about 
on the TU Secret Admirers page, 
I feel like a proud parent now 
#tayloru
sophie hrinowich ‏@herNOwitch
I just want to live in a world with 
no malicious emails #tayloru
@dmadams8: Parachutes: fun in every language. 
#tayloru #tusbm #kaidrjarabacoa
@nicole_arpin: Today, 12 of my favorite people + I met up 17 hours 
from our #tayloru home to surprise and celebrate our sister @
tori_flores_ at #disneyworld!! What a dream. #2breubeachbreak
The bi-weekly bachelor and bachelorette
Cat Allocco
“I’m gonna make 






opposed would you 
be to being the  
bi-weekly bachelor 
for the Echo this 
week?” 
-Sarah Davis
Photograph provided by Cat Allocco Photograph provided by Andrew Paul Davis
The word Dashi actually describes a type 
of Japanese cooking stock.
The revamped salad bar has some tough competition but it’s slowly winning our hearts.
Forget the drive to Muncie; satisfy your Chick-
fil-A craving at the campus center.
We may not know who Emma and Charlie are, but they sure make good pizza.
Photograph by Mindy Wildman
Photograph by Mindy Wildman
Photograph by Mindy Wildman





A shimmer of exhaust from the 
tour bus rose into the Greek night 
sky as 47 Taylor students piled into 
their vehicle.
After finding their seats, the Taylor 
Concert Chorale quickly swapped 
shiny black concert shoes for worn 
sneakers or flats, in comical con-
trast with their crisp tuxedos and 
black dresses.
Most nights, the inside of the bus 
was filled with the sounds of con-
versation and laughter bouncing be-
tween the aisles. Tonight, however, 
there was tension—just the buzz of 
voices hushed in anticipation.
Only minutes before, the students 
had performed before an audience 
of a few hundred at the City Music 
School in the city of Drama during 
their spring break trip to Greece, 
singing a variety of sacred and sec-
ular pieces.
Every four years, Chorale travels 
to a foreign country with the goal 
of spreading love and the gospel 
through the language of music. For 
the past few years, JoAnn Rediger, di-
rector of Chorale and Taylor Sounds, 
has been working to get the chorale 
to tour Greece, a country it has visit-
ed twice in previous years.
The first two days involved touring 
ancient ruins during the day and per-
forming their 90-minute program at 
night, before returning to the hotel 
and packing up for the next morn-
ing. This evening, however, the cho-
rale was making a quick stop before 
proceeding to the next destination.
Just hours before, the chorale was 
informed that they had been given 
a last-minute opportunity to visit a 
Syrian refugee camp near the con-
cert venue. They planned to enter, 
perform a couple of songs from their 
set list for the refugees and exit. Now, 
sitting on the bus for this short ride, 
the students were trying to mentally 
prepare themselves.
“When I first heard we were go-
ing to visit a refugee camp, I didn’t 
know how to wrap my head around 
it,” said freshman Lindsay Couvion. 
“Most of the time, I feel very under-
prepared when it comes to sharing 
the gospel with strangers, and this 
to me seemed like the ultimate ex-
ample of breaking my comfort zone. 
Singing to mostly Muslim refugees, 
about Jesus nonetheless? This was 
going to be difficult.”
The rest of the students felt a simi-
lar smorgasbord of emotions on their 
ride to the camp. Some were afraid 
to say the wrong thing. Others were 
bracing themselves for an emotion-
al impact. A number of students felt 
guilty about arriving at the camp in 
fancy concert attire, not wanting to 
appear prideful in front of those who 
may only have one set of clothes.
Noticing the apprehensive atmo-
sphere aboard the bus, Roger Ray-
burn, one of the tour’s chaperones 
and leaders, stood and encouraged 
the passengers to use their remain-
ing minutes to pray with the person 
sitting next to them. The rest of the 
ride was spent with heads bowed, 
murmurs of voices blending with the 
hum of the bus.
“We prayed for humility going in 
there,” said junior Sharee Nurse. “We 
prayed to not have some weird Sav-
ior complex and to just do whatever 
it was that God wanted us to do.”
 As the bus pulled through the gates 
of the camp and parked, silence fell 
over the students. The only sound 
from the group as they trudged up to 
a large warehouse on the other side 
of the gated area was the crunch of 
47 sets of feet on the sandy gravel be-
neath their sneakers.
“Walking into the camp, I expected 
it to be very sad, very dismal,” said ju-
nior Kelli Weaver.
The sight that greeted the chorale 
when the warehouse doors creaked 
open surprised everyone. A slow cheer 
and a scattered round of applause 
came from the crowd of refugees as 
the students entered the building.
Adults walked over from worn tents 
and clotheslines to greet the students, 
while children scurried up and stared 
with shy smiles.
“When I walked into the camp, I 
was overwhelmed by the joy that the 
refugees expressed at seeing us,” said 
senior Becca Jackson. “It was con-
founding how the people who had 
lost so much welcomed us as if we 
were giving them anything more than 
a few songs.”
As the residents of the warehouse 
began to gather near the group, the 
chorale began to sing songs from its 
repertoire. As they sang, some of the 
children began to weave their way 
through the throng of students, grab-
bing hands and giving hugs.
“We were singing ‘Chords of Love,’ 
which is a song that speaks to the 
idea that we’re all connected,” Weav-
er said. “During that song, there was 
this little girl that held my hand and 
I sang the song to her, directly into 
her eyes.”
After the songs were finished, the 
chorale members continued speaking 
with the Syrian people, shaking hands, 
giving high-fives and taking pictures. 
Before long, the group was informed 
that its 15 minutes were up, and they 
were ushered to the door.
Some of the refugees followed the 
chorale members back to the bus, 
children holding hands and swing-
ing between the students. At the bus 
their hands parted.
Climbing one by one into the ve-
hicle, the chorale members sat 
speechless in the dim lighting. Some 
students were smiling, overwhelmed 
with surprise and joy. Others were 
sobbing, heads pressed to the seats 
in front of them.
“Leaving was a lot harder than I ex-
pected,” Nurse said. “I think everyone 
was at a loss for words, figuring out 
how to process what we had just seen 
and experienced. A lot of people were 
crying, I think just feeling really horri-
ble about their situation. It was hard.”
Driving back to the hotel in the si-
lence, the chorale continued to deal 
with the images still flashing through 
their heads.
The little boy with the toothy smile 
and the faded green sweatshirt, arms 
outstretched, waiting to be picked up 
by a stranger in a tuxedo.
The dusty living quarters, in a ware-
house so large that its other side was 
out of sight.
The former college student that 
Nurse had talked to, a young man 
the same age as the Taylor students, 
trapped in a situation that could have 
easily been her own.
The Christian priest Couvion had 
met, who told her how grateful he 
was for just 15 minutes of distraction. 
“I felt discouraged,” freshman Lau-
ren Vock said. “I was frustrated with 
the fact that I had the opportunity to 
be with these people and all I could 
do was sing and quickly say hi. I want-
ed to find a solution, to fix it.”
But the solution was elusive, if not 
impossible to grasp.
For the remaining six days, the 
chorale continued trekking through 
Greece, singing every night and tour-
ing notable sites during the day. They 
had the opportunity to bridge a gap 
by singing in Catholic, Greek Ortho-
dox and evangelical churches, per-
forming in venues that had been 
off-limits to evangelical singers in 
previous years. They followed the 
footsteps of Paul and the apostles 
in the ancient ruins of Philippi and 
Corinth and stood at the sites of the 
New Testament.
But the students didn’t forget the 
people in the warehouse, behind the 
gates of the refugee camp.
 The memories from those 15 min-
utes continued to affect the students, 
begging to be felt, begging for some 
kind of resolution. 
“The whole experience left me 
wishing I could do more,” Couvion 
said. “Seeing their struggle firsthand 
really opened my heart to the reali-
ty of pain in the world, and I’m still 
trying to reason out what I should 
do going forward.”   
echo@taylor.edu
A voice worth hearing
The album of Taylor’s 
president-elect could reveal 
something about our future 
Laura Koenig
A&E Co-Editor
We know about his extensive legal ex-
perience and his current and future 
involvement at Taylor, but most of us 
have not heard about one of Taylor 
President-Elect P. Lowell Haines’s no-
table achievements—his path to mu-
sical stardom. 
Haines, along with his brothers 
Douglas and Terry, recorded “Friday’s 
Highway,” an album that embodies 
Americana and country rock culture. 
Different studio guests include bass 
player Byron House, drummer Bry-
an Owings and award-winning record 
producer and multi-instrumentalist 
Michael Clark.
The album, released in 2014, is 
complete with 12 tracks of harmo-
nious vocals and soulful love songs. 
Even with a sturdy musical founda-
tion and deep lyrics, a person can-
not help but wonder if the words 
hold some foreshadowing about 
Taylor and the president-elect’s 
future. Let’s see what these songs 
can foresee.
 Song: “The Rustler”
Quote: “To be a western cowboy is 
my dream. To ride upon a prairie and 
to camp beside a stream.”
Imagine waking up in the West, 
the sun rising over endless fields 
dotted with grazing cattle. With the 
imagery of tipping cowboy hats and 
spinning spurs, Haines declared his 
true dream.
Great news! Taylor is complete with 
a prairie and a stream! The prairie 
may be a little burnt right now, but 
the stream is steadily flowing through 
the middle of campus. Taylor is ready 
and waiting to help him achieve that 
cowboy dream.
 Song: “It Clearly Calls me Back”
Quote: “It’s been so long since I’ve 
been traveling down rocky road in the 
rain by the shore.”
There is no shore, unless this is an 
allusion to Taylor Lake, but Haines is 
clearly referring to Devil’s Backbone. 
We now know his happy place and 
the one place he misses the most in 
Upland. This rocky road holds many 
more dangers in the rain though, 
which raises some concerns. We 
strongly advise checking road con-
ditions before traveling.
 Song: “Cleveland”
Quote: “Permanent relationships 
should last you for a while and should 
be ones that, like the sun, make 
you smile.”
 These lyrics speak to the heart of 
Taylor. It’s like Haines and his broth-
ers are singing this in chapel in front 
of the entire staff and student body. 
He desires a strong relationship with 
us: one that will bring joy and smiles. 
We appreciate and look forward to 
this new friendship.
 In the next few months, Presi-
dent Eugene Habecker will say his 
goodbyes to Taylor by singing “I’ll 
have to see you in the arms of an-
other man” (“Foolish again”), as the 
students begin to hum the tunes 
of “Friday’s Highway.” We look for-
ward to welcoming Haines as pres-
ident next year and are hoping he 
will grace us with a special live 
performance. 
Listen to The Haines Bros’ album at 
thehainesbros.com/recordings.htm
echo@taylor.edu
(top) Sophomore Ty Kinter, junior Neil Perry and (bottom) senior Taylor Eaton practice their roles for the fast-approaching performances.
A director’s role




This weekend, two plays hit Taylor’s 
campus: one filled with humor and 
the other reaching deep into the clash 
of personality and ideology.
Seniors Leah Murphy and Morgan 
Turner are each directing a show for 
their play directing class project. In 
this class, students spent the semes-
ter analyzing plays and choosing one 
to direct. 
“We just read a whole bunch of 
plays, kind of narrowing it down 
to which ones we wanted to direct,” 
Murphy said. “We presented three 
plays to the class and, through dis-
cussion, we chose one.” 
Murphy is directing “The Boys 
Next Door,” and Turner “Mass Ap-
peal,” with the help of the Managing 
and Artistic Director of Taylor The-
atre Tracy Manning.
Both directors hope their audienc-
es will be open to the central themes 
of their plays. “The Boys Next Door” 
centers on those with mental illness-
es, while “Mass Appeal” explores the 
ideas of Catholicism and forgiveness 
in the clergy.
 “The Boys Next Door” follows the 
story of four men with various mental 
disabilities and consists of brief mo-
ments from their lives. 
“I knew that I wanted to do something 
funny and uplifting,” said Murphy. “I re-
ally wanted the experience of working 
with strong male leads, and when I read 
the play I just fell in love with it.” 
Most of the directing centers on 
character development. With a cast 
of 12 student actors, Murphy focused 
on reading each person individually 
to see how to pull the character out 
of them.
“We did a lot of exercises and games 
that make them think about aspects of 
their character that they don’t already 
have themselves,” she said. “It’s all about 
them discovering it on their own.” 
On the other hand, “Mass Appeal” 
follows the lives of only two char-
acters: a complacent older Catholic 
priest, played by senior Taylor Ea-
ton, and an idealistic young semi-
nary student, played by junior Sean 
Sele. Within the story, each uses his 
relationship with the congregation to 
heal personal scars.
“This plays demonstrates a lot of 
spiritual truth, what that means to 
us and how we live that out day-to-
day,” Turner said. 
Turner was excited to apply what 
she learned in the classroom to her 
role as director. 
“We take a class, but there’s not 
much application until it’s time 
to direct a play,” Turner said. “It 
was exciting to see how well I take 
what I’m learning in a classroom 
setting and applying it to the re-
hearsal hall.”
The plays are free to all. “The Boys 
Next Door” runs Friday, April 1 at 9 
p.m. and Saturday, April 2 at 3 p.m. 
in Mitchell Theatre. “Mass Appeal” 
runs Friday, April 1 at 7 p.m. and Sun-
day, April 3 at 2 p.m. in the Black Box, 
Rupp 101.
 echo@taylor.edu
Most of us have not heard about one of 
Taylor President-Elect P. Lowell Haines’s 
notable achievements—his path to 
musical stardom.
A voice worth hearing
April 1, 2016
Photographs by Mindy Wildman
minutes
Chorale visits refugee camp during 
spring break trip to Greece
Let your voice be heard!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by submitting your own letter-to-the-editor to 
liz_syson@taylor.edu by Wednesday at 5 p.m. Please keep the word count to 500-700 words.
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But at the root of all of those excuses is the 
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As the final chords of a reflective 
song in chapel end, I hold my breath. 
Five seconds later, a single “whoop” 
shatters the peaceful silence. Later 
in the week, my roommate comes 
home with a tale of how she saw the 
person who stole her bike riding it 
around campus and finally hunted 
it down, leaving a note when she 
reclaimed her vehicle. And when I 
walk into the pristine recital hall on 
Wednesday night for Senior Seminar, 
the smell of Grille food greets me de-
spite the signs posted on the doors 
asking people to not bring food into 
the room.
The unfortunate truth is that these 
are not isolated, one-time events. They 
are recurring, and they demonstrate 
a continuous lack of respect and eti-
quette on campus.
Sure, cheering for your friend is a 
great way to show support, so long as 
you don’t drown out the music. And if 
someone isn’t using a bike and you’re 
late to class, you can always plan to 
return it later. And it is true that rush-
ing between classes and practices can 
make it difficult to find time to eat din-
ner on Wednesdays.
So we give ourselves excuses for 
such behavior. “I’m sure this person 
doesn’t really need their bike right now. 
I’m late to class, and they were asking 
for it to be borrowed by leaving it un-
locked. Besides, it’s not like I’m steal-
ing a laptop.” 
Or maybe it’s a matter of letting ev-
eryone know that it’s your roommate 
or your friend on stage, and that you 
know musically talented people who 
are playing in a chapel band. Other 
times it’s a case of “well, I’m sure 
they’ll make an exception for me; af-
ter all I’m just one person, and I don’t 
do it that often, so it should be fine 
this once.”
But at the root of all of those excuses 
is the belief that our needs come first 
without any thought for others. If you 
add up all of those cases of, “well, I’m 
only one person doing this one thing,” 
then soon it turns into dozens of peo-
ple doing “one thing.” The end result is 
prevalent bike theft, a lack of etiquette 
in certain settings and disrespect of 
school property.
If we give ourselves excuses for this 
kind of behavior, what kind of exam-
ple are we setting as Christ followers? 
Instead of demonstrating love for peo-
ple through respect, we act upon our 
selfish instincts.
What a strange picture we paint 
for those observing us from outside 
our little bubble. Sure, we shrug off 
the bike theft because it’s normal 
to us. We roll our eyes at the people 
talking loudly in class or shouting or 
clapping at the wrong spots in con-
certs and worship services. We some-
times even go as far as asking people 
to abide by the rules out of respect for 
a space or person.
But that’s not enough. It’s hard to 
break a habit that seems to have sim-
ply become part of the Taylor culture. 
And yet how vital it is for us to learn re-
spect. It’s more than a matter of good 
manners and looking like an upstand-
ing citizen. We are called to be stew-
ards of creation, to love our neighbors 
and to be servant leaders. One way we 
can strive to meet all of those is by sim-
ply showing respect.
It becomes very clear who we’re put-
ting first when we don’t steal bikes. 
When we allow for moments of si-
lence in Chapel. When we respect the 
campus facilities. And what’s more, in 
breaking these habits, we leave a lega-
cy behind for those that follow us—a 
legacy of respecting one another and 
loving the way Christ loves us.
Depression is a disease
Chaslyn Sheppard
Contributor
As a Christian college student living 
with depression and anxiety, I am 
too often told that I must not have 
strong enough faith. I am often told 
that if I truly wanted to be cured, I 
would pray it away or attend chap-
el more often. I am told that I might 
just be sinning too much. I am even 
told to “snap out of it.” 
Depression is not a sin but a dis-
ease. According to the Anxiety and 
Depression Association of America, 
13 percent of college students have 
been or will be diagnosed with de-
pression or anxiety. Yet, so many of 
us are unaware of what depression is 
and how it can affect us. We cannot 
see the hurt, pain or feelings of isola-
tion, so we act as if they don’t exist. 
When we do see depression, especial-
ly in Christians, we often relate the 
feelings to sin.
Yes, sin can enhance our feelings 
of depression. We can begin to feel 
so consumed by the flames of our sin 
that we become desolate and helpless. 
But sin is not the cause—it’s merely 
a correlation.
People tell us that as children of 
God, we are to be joyful—without 
feelings of hopelessness or thoughts 
of suicide. People tell us that if we 
stop sinning (which is impossible), 
then we will stop being depressed. So 
if I’m supposed to feel so great by sep-
arating myself from sin, why do I feel 
the world is crashing down around 
me no matter how hard I try?
It is time for us to stop seeing peo-
ple who are diagnosed with depres-
sion as being less deserving of the 
grace of God. It is time for us to see 
these people as victims of a terri-
ble ailment.
As a Christian suffering from de-
pression, I have struggled with the 
idea of my disease being caused by 
sin. I think back to biblical charac-
ters such as King David and how 
he was riddled with depression 
and the Lord brought him out of 
it. David was depressed because of 
his intense feelings of guilt. I’m de-
pressed because of being severely 
abused as a child and heartbroken 
as a young adult. 
My depression is not my sin. Your 
depression is not your sin. Our illness, 
whether brought on by our environ-
ment, our biology or a mixture of both, 
is exactly that—our illness. It is some-
thing we battle each and every day, 
and it is time to stop feeling guilty for 
having been dealt these cards. I truly 
believe that my having depression has 
been a beautiful blessing. I have drawn 
closer to Christ through my pain and 
used my story to bring others to Him 
as well.
Still, there are times when I can’t help 
but be angry with God. Times when I 
cry out to Him, “Are you even listen-
ing to me?” and cry myself to sleep. 
Times when I continue to think about 
not living.
So I have to ask myself, “Is there a rea-
son I have this illness?” If God isn’t heal-
ing me, maybe there is something else 
that I am supposed to get out of this.
In John 9, when the disciples asked 
Jesus what sins caused the man’s 
blindness, Jesus responded with, “It 
was not that this man sinned, or his 
parents, but that the works of God 
might be displayed in him.” Some-
times our weaknesses, our bat-
tles, our true struggles are ways to 
showcase Christ, sometimes through 
healing and sometimes by patient-
ly waiting.
My challenge to you is to talk about 
depression. Learn what it is and why 
so many of us suffer beneath its grasp. 
When we step back and understand 
that depression is not a sin, we can 
begin to see how we can use it to glo-
rify God’s kingdom.
The art of slowing down
Lessons I learned from 




Last semester, I decided my life was 
being frittered away. 
Henry David Thoreau said the solu-
tion to a life being wasted away little 
by little was to “Simplify, simplify.” So 
I did. I decided to prepare and present 
a 25-minute speech without any sort 
of modern technology. And it was the 
most worthwhile thing I’ve done in col-
lege so far. 
My goal was to research and form an 
educated opinion about the work and 
life of Thoreau without using a comput-
er. The first day, I spent about 20 min-
utes aimlessly wandering around the 
lower level of the library before I gave 
up and begged for help. 
The librarian hastily went to look up 
“Thoreau” on the online catalogue but I 
interrupted her and explained that no 
technology meant even she couldn’t 
use the computer to assist me. A little 
shocked, she excused herself. She came 
back with an old laminated piece of pa-
per that listed an approximate location 
for the books–and thus began my week 
with Thoreau.
I spent a few days scanning all the 
information I could from the short 
articles in the World Book and oth-
er encyclopedias. I would finish one 
article, but it would suggest further 
reading on a related topic, like some 
sort of prehistoric hyperlink system. 
A smarter person would have moved 
their stuff closer to the reference sec-
tion, but instead I regularly shuffled 
across the library, lugging massive 
books old enough to read “property 
of Fort Wayne College”.
I quickly realized that my current 
note-taking method, which consisted 
mostly of fragmented facts and scrib-
bled thoughts, would not be sufficient 
for off-the-grid research. There was no 
search history to rely on and no way to 
jump between multiple tabs. I had to 
slow down and make sure I understood 
what I was reading. I started meticu-
lously documenting my research, and 
somewhere in the back of my mind, my 
elementary English teacher whispered, 
“Make an outline.” 
After all the research I could mus-
ter, it was time to tackle the hard part: 
writing my speech. Despite my deep-
ened understanding of different liter-
ary theories and professional stances 
about Thoreau, I just wanted to rely on 
my longtime pals: Sparknotes and the 
red squiggly lines that tell me when I 
misspell a word. But I pushed through, 
and I am glad I did. 
When I stood before my world liter-
ature class with nothing but my hand-
written notes and a few pages ripped 
out of our textbook, I felt proud. I wasn’t 
hiding behind a PowerPoint with misat-
tributed picture credits, and I most cer-
tainty didn’t show a video. I just talked 
and told them what I had learned.
There was something deeply mean-
ingful about my week of slowing down 
and engaging with the task at hand. I 
was forced to appreciate the process 
instead of trying to quickly finish the 
project. Thoreau was known for his at-
tempts to detach himself from modern 
conveniences by spending two years 
alone at Walden Pond. And although 
my experimental project was much 
less intense than his, I think I under-
stand a little better the joy that comes 
with a life free of distraction and full 
of contemplation.
In these last, stress-filled weeks of the 
semester, I want to hold onto that con-
cept of engagement, no matter what I 
am doing. Will you join me? You prob-
ably don’t have time to handwrite a 
speech, but there are many smaller 
acts you can do to live a simpler life. 
Build a phone tower at your table at 
the DC and do the harder thing: look 
your floormate in the eyes. When the 
inevitable gorgeous sunset occurs over 
Taylor Lake, don’t Instagram it; take a 
moment to say a prayer of thanksgiv-
ing. Let’s do as Thoreau suggested: “live 
deep and suck out all the marrow of life.”
echo@taylor.edu
Photograph by Shannon Smagala
Prevalent bike theft is a symptom of prevalent disrespect.
Condemnation can only make having depression feel more hopeless.
Photograph provided by Flickr user Nils Werner
Photograph provided by Flickr user mirko
Reference books: cumbersome and no search history.
Just pray it away
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“They can make the little plays that we need and the 
ESPN plays we need in clutch moments. I think that 
is what the game is all about.”
Foresters cut down Trojans
Sophomore Nick Waskom shot 243 over three rounds at the Southeastern Kentucky Invitational.
Photograph provided by TU Sports Information Department
Subscribe to The Echo
The Echo is a weekly newspaper with news, editorials, photographs, 
and features. You can keep up with issues and events on campus





4/1 Spring Arbor (DH) (A) 2:00 P.M.




4/1 Saint Francis Invitational (N) 12:00 P.M.




4/2 IU East (A) 11:00 A.M.
_______________________________________
Men’s Track & Field
Schedule




4/2 Saint Francis (DH) (A) 1:00 P.M.
4/5 Bethel (DH) (A) 3:00 P.M.




4/1 Saint Francis Invitational (N) 12:00 P.M.
4/2 Saint Francis Invitational (N) 9:00 A.M.
4/4 Marian Invitational (N) 12:00 P.M.




4/1 Trine (A) 5:00 P.M.
4/2 IU East (A) 11:00 A.M.
_______________________________________
Women’s Track & Field
Schedule
4/1 Marian Invitational (A) 11:00 A.M.






Favorite quote “You owe it to yourself to be the best you can possibly be in baseball and in life.” –Pete Rose 
Funniest teammate Colin Eggleson
Favorite pump up song “Dead but Rising” by Volbeat
Photograph by Fayth Glock
Sophomore Davis Carter recorded the 13th home run of her career 
in the first game of the doubleheader against Huntington.
Photograph by Chris Yingling
Softball falls to 11–13
Connor Rowland
Contributor
The Taylor softball team’s cold 
streak was iced a little more on 
Tuesday afternoon. The Trojans 
dropped both games 5–1 and 9–0 at 
the hands of conference rival Hun-
tington University. 
Junior Hannah Robbins domi-
nated throughout the conference 
clash as game one proved to be an 
enticing pitching duel. The right-
hander carved up the Foresters’ 
bats en route to four strikeouts 
and no earned runs in seven superb 
innings of work. Despite a master-
ful pitching performance, one un-
earned run crossed the plate in the 
third inning, due to a miscue. The 
Foresters took the early lead and 
held the narrow margin until the 
bottom of the seventh inning. 
The score sat dormant for the next 
four innings until sophomore Davis 
Carter stepped into the batter’s box. 
Leading off the final inning trail-
ing by a run, Carter battled in the 
box, fouling off several pitches un-
til she finally unleashed her 13th ca-
reer home run. The booming shot 
over the left field fence shattered 
the shutout. 
“I made an adjustment,” Carter 
said. “She had been throwing me in-
side and on that last pitch I opened 
up, saw the ball really well and just 
happened to make contact.”
Carter’s home run tied the game at 
one apiece with Taylor down to their 
final three outs.
The entire ballpark’s momentum 
swung to the purple and gold after 
Carter’s home run. However, two er-
rors committed by the home team in 
extra innings proved to be the dag-
ger in game one of the double header.
“I think a lot of times we make 
one mistake and it leads to another 
mistake,” Carter said. “We really just 
need to limit those.”
In the nightcap, Huntington got on 
the board early and stayed in com-
mand throughout the contest. The 
Foresters’ bats got off to a hot start by 
scoring a cluster of runs in their first 
three innings and never looked back.
Foresters cut down Trojans
Men’s golf places second 
and sets school record 
Landry Long
Co-Sports Editor
The Taylor men’s golf team drove 
home a solid performance over Spring 
Break, finishing runner-up in the 
Southeastern Kentucky Invitational. 
The Trojan ‘A’ team fell 35 strokes 
short behind the hosting No. 16 
ranked University of the Cumber-
lands, but still managed to set a 
school record 18-hole score in the 
first round of the tournament and 
finished with an impressive overall 
total of 906 strokes.
Freshman Alec Dutkowski led 
the way on the final day of the tour-
nament with a score of 73—just one 
over par—while sophomore Trey 
Turner carded a 77. The ‘A’ team 
scores were rounded out by fresh-
man Jeremy Ray with a score of 80 
and junior Ian Rinken, who fin-
ished with an 81.
Taylor’s ‘B’ team also chipped in 
an impressive performance with an 
overall fourth-place finish out of a 
nine-team field, ending the tourna-
ment with an overall score of 927.
The Trojan ‘B’ squad was led by 
freshman Chase Picken, who card-
ed a final round score of 69, and se-
nior Stefan Fahlen, who added a 75. 
Juniors Nathan Edwards and Seth 
Neal offered support with rounds 
of 79 and 82.
Picken and Dutkowski were both 
all-tournament team honors, with 
Picken leading the Trojans with a 
third-place overall finish and Dut-
kowski earning fourth.
Head coach Cam Andry was very 
pleased with his team’s overall 
performance but acknowledges 
that there is room for growth.
“We played really well in the first 
round, setting a new school record 
with a team score of 291 (3-over-
par),” Andry said. “In the final two 
rounds, we didn’t score as well 
because we hampered ourselves 
with some mistakes that resulted 
in some big numbers, but we did 
make a lot of birdies. In fact, the ‘A’ 
team led the field in total birdies as 
a team, so we know we’re making 
plenty of birdies; we just need to 
eliminate the big mistakes.” 
As the top man for the Trojans 
during the course of the tourna-
ment, Picken earned his second 
top-10 and sixth top-20 finish for 
his freshman campaign.
“I was very happy to take third in-
dividually,” Picken said. “Prior to 
leaving for Kentucky, I was having 
a tough time bringing my game up 
to where I had wanted it to be, so it 
was nice to establish a rhythm ear-
ly in my first round to kickstart the 
rest of the tournament.”
As Picken’s game has started to 
come around early in the season, 
Andry sees fewer rough patches 
and more greens in the future.
“Chase was phenomenal on Mon-
day and Tuesday,” Andry said. “He 
struggled in qualifying earlier in 
the spring but he’s really put in a 
lot of work to get his game back 
into top shape and I was really ex-
cited to see his hard work pay off 
with very good results.”
With back-to-back runner-up 
finishes, the Trojans have earned 
a national ranking of 23—one of 
two ranked teams in the Cross-
roads League along with No. 
15-ranked Marian.
Despite the honor, Andry under-
stands that bigger goals and ac-
complishments lie ahead.
“Being ranked is always nice, but 
it’s something that is really outside 
of our control, so we don’t wor-
ry about it too much,” Andry said. 
“Our goal is to win the Crossroads 
League Championship, then go 
compete at the National Champi-
onship, so being ranked doesn’t re-
ally have any impact on our goals . . . 
we certainly appreciate being rec-
ognized as one of the top 25 teams 
in the NAIA.”
As the season has started to come 
into full swing, Picken is grateful for 
the opportunity to represent Taylor 
and enjoy the time with his teammates. 
“God has allowed us to come to-
gether and share this special jour-
ney with each other as well as the 
entire Taylor community,” Pick-
en said. “Our team has had a blast 
working to achieve our goals, and 
we hope to continue progressing as 
we move forward.” 
The Trojans will tee up next on 
April 1-2, when they compete in the 
He who scores less, wins
The Echo Sports
The promising Taylor softball team 
boasts three former All-Americans 
and several All-Crossroads League 
recipients. Needless to say, their 2–6 
conference record has disappoint-
ed thus far this season. Despite their 
sluggish start to the 2016 campaign, 
Carter firmly believes in her team to 
get hot down the stretch.
“We are struggling right now, but 
I have 100 percent faith in my team-
mates,” Carter said. “They can make 
the little plays that we need and the 
ESPN plays we need in clutch mo-
ments. I think that is what the game 
is all about.”
echo@taylor.edu
Track sucks blood out of Transylvania Invitational Women claim first place, men take second place






























Saint Francis Invitational in Fort 
Wayne, Indiana.
echo@taylor.edu
